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Bill Daniels auction.... part II

Signs And Bikes of the Past..

T

his is a way cool bike that came from Bill Daniels collection. I have
never seen a bike that was used for telephone service anywhere
but in photographs. I have been told there is one in a museum
somewhere. The cool thing about this bike is it also has a great decal on
the back carrier. I speculate that Bell bought this bike from a manufacture
and then customized it to their purpose. The sign is from 1939. Bell had
a way of putting little decals like this on items it owed. You can see them
on tool cases, trucks, furniture and almost anything Bell owned.
If I can get air in the tires, I will take the bike for a ride. I will
think of Bill every time I do, and maybe even the early winter (9 to 27
inches of snow) storm that greeted us on the auction day.
Happy Hunting,
Mark Redmond #875

Most all have now heard of the prices that
some of the rare phones brought at the first Bill Daniels auction that was held by Morphy’s in Denver,
PA, in mid October. The coffin at $34,500, a few
other phones in the 20 thousand range, and a 6 foot
folding WE tandem at about $19,000 were the highlights. Many phones were in the 6 hundred to over
a thousand range. The prices were definitely higher
than what many expected. The realized prices might
cause one to stat buying more good phones at shows
and then speculating by putting together a hugh auction. The key word is speculating, so proceed with
care.
The second auction was held Oct. 29 in
York, PA. The auction consisted of 40 plus common
sticks, lots of parts, and lots of 202’s, 302’s, 500 sets,
and a couple hundred character phones.
Prices were strong with most sticks going
for around a hundred, character phones from $45
down to a dozen at a time for a lot price of $40. Parts
were a little higher than found at shows.
There will be two additional auctions in
2012.
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NEW MEMBERS
Rejean Gosselin, 4603
1308 Rue Thibodeau
Quebec, QC
N/A G3G 2M8 Canada
418-849-7878
holo@mediom.qc.ca

Fred Mecke transformed a parts
phone find into a nice stick

Richard C. Taylor, 4604
P.O. Box 22
Manotick, Ontario,
N/A K4M1A2
CANADA 
613-692-6250
rctayls@sympatico.ca
RENEWALS: (add to your
new membership list!)
James R & Sharon Schultz, 4508/A
654 Knoll Ave
Penndel, PA 19047
215-253-9584
CORRECTIONS (change in your
membership list):
Tom Guenin
500 5th Ave. North
Apt. 708
Nashville, TN 37219
615-523-9124
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
TELEPHONE
& INSULATOR SHOW
January 21, 2012
Maitland Civic Center
641 S. Maitland Ave
Maitland, FL
8AM - 4PM Setup 7AM
Member Registration $5
1st table with registration $25
Addtional tables $20
Contact: Paul Mikula #1915
email: wecoman@bellsouth.net
Phone: 407 365-4686

After removing the paint and
adding a seven-digit transmitter, a correct
cup, a knurled nut, and a pony from my
parts bin, this Hershey Kiss parts phone
took on a new life. I put a Western push
button in the extra hole in the base until I
figure out what to do with it for the long
term. The hole is definitely not factory.
The ‘phone looks really good, especially
in that the added parts reflect the same
level of wear as the nickel under the
paint. The perch is unmarked, as is the
base, and it makes a nice companion to
my Hershey-Kiss marked 22 (side screw
and A.B.T. transmitter) and 20 B sticks.
The switch is particularly interesting in
that it has seven terminals and an on-hook
made circuit.

Steve Hilsz #22
(928) 859-3595
P.O. Box 429
jydsk@tds.net
Salome, AZ 85348
I am still in the dial repair business. Same deal as always: I will clean out
the “gunk” in your dial gear train and relubricate it, adjust the speed, make sure all
the points are burnished, and adjust the per cent break (point gap), for six dollars plus
postage.
I sure have been receiving some hum-dinger dials to repair, but none
have been basket cases so far. So, dig out those dials that you just can’t get into
calibration, that are frozen, or just plain frustrating.
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Rawson Electric Company Orator
Dean Electric Company, Elyria, Ohio
By Tom Adams ATCA #213

I found this beautiful telephone on Craigslist two
months ago. As you can see it was in dire need of
restoration. It took me two months to complete
the process.

My first preference is to carefully clean the
original wood finish and metal parts. In this case
the wood finish was beyond saving and the
writing shelf was broken off where the pencil rest
sets. I located a piece of 100 year old walnut and

located below the transmitter arm. There was so
much dirt and crude on the phone that I could not
see any evidence that my phone ever had a label
in that location. But knowing that there should
be, I started cleaning the area very carefully with
a wash rag dipped in New Life Furniture Masque
(found in Antique Malls or online), wiping off with
a clean rag almost as soon as I put it on. To my
amazement I discovered the label was still there
and almost intact. Once I had the crude removed
from the label I still had to strip the phone. I
covered the label area with a piece of cardboard
and then taped it over with masking tape. I used
SovogranKutzit to strip the entire phone cabinet.
Once I had it stripped I removed the tape from
around the label and then very carefully with a
rag dipped in Kutzit and pin knife removed the old
finish up to the label.

sent it along with the broken shelf to Selmer Lowe to
repair. As you can see, the repair turned out great,
near impossible to tell it was ever broken.

I was talking to both Scotty Poling & John Dresser
right after I got the phone and both having owned
the phone, told me there should have been a label
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As I stripped the phone I soon realized I had
another problem, there was a piece of walnut sap
wood running down the middle of the backboard.
You can see this in the bottom photo of the label
on the left side running through the letters “ORA”.
You can also clearly see in the middle label photo
that the wood was originally dyed to match.
Leaving the sap wood was just not acceptable to
me. The fix for this is to make the sap wood
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disappear. This is not an easy fix and is rather expensive. I purchased red, blue, yellow, and black 1 oz.
bottles of water soluble TransFast powered wood dye and custom mixed a solution until I got a near perfect
match on the finish. Cost was around $65 for the dye, brushes and bottles to mix the solution in. For
anyone that is interested there is an excellent article on how to do this at:
http://americanwoodworker.com/blogs/tips/archive/2011/06/06/tips-for-finishing-walnut.aspx

Once I had the sap wood dyed to match, I stained the entire phone with a coat of Minwax special walnut
and allowed the stain to dry overnight. I then applied two coats of Deft Semi-Gloss Clear Wood Finish to the
cabinet. Once this finish was dry, I used 0000 steel wool to tone down the gloss and then used an old clean
t-shirt to hand rub the final finish until I was satisfied with the look. The last step was to apply a coat of fine
furniture wax and rub out again.
The next challenge I had was on the magneto, the gears and end plates were made from pot metal and the
small gear drive was in pieces. Being unable to locate another magneto, I looked through all my magneto
parts and found a small brass gear that lined up with the cogs on the large gear, but the hole for mounting it
was too small to fit the armature shaft. I used my drill press to enlarge the hole and was able to make it fit.
While not perfect, it does work and the bells do ring.
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The metal parts to my amazement were well protected by all the dirt and grime that was caked on them. I
used household ammonia to clean all the parts and the original nickel and paint turned out to be quite nice.
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A look inside shows a nicely marked Rawson Electric Company marked magneto and paper inspection tag.

The receiver and transmitter cup carry the Dean Electric Company markings.
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Around 1894 Samuel Bela Rawson had become interested in the telephone business, and had made some
improvements of a practical nature, on which he took out patents. Capital was enlisted and the Rawson
Manufacturing Company began the manufacture of phones in a small way. The business grew substantially
from the start, and the establishment of independent telephone companies began to occupy the attention
of Mr. Rawson and his business associates. The plan to merge into one company the manufacture of the
component parts of a telephone system resulted in the building of the Dean Electric Company's plant in
Elyria in 1904. In this undertaking Mr. Rawson engaged with W. W. Dean, of Chicago, and others, and was
honored with the position of president of the new organization.

NOVEMBER 2011
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“Wanamaker” by Mike Davis

T

h e G r a y Ty p e 2 4 , A K A “ T h e
Wa n a m a k e r P h o n e . ” T h i s i s a
complete portable paystation. Like
a desk stand it incorporates the hook and
contacts with the receiver and transmitter
wiring. This unit would have to be connected
to the line by means of a subset. The transmitter
at the top picks up the sound of the coin signals
in order for the operator to hear them. This
is also the talk transmitter. As you can see, a
carry handle fits neatly around it. The body is
made of aluminum which is lighter than if it
were cast iron.

WANTED

I’m looking
for 2 receiver caps for
Western electric 706A type
receivers... Yes, I know the
receiver cap from an “F”
handset will fit and no,
that’s not what I want. I’m
looking for original and
correct receiver caps for
“706” type receivers.
Ed Casteline #670 ejcasteline@
JUNO.COM
Wanted
National Bell marked long pole receiver.
Marked Bell long pole receiver with dates.
John Dresser ATCA #406
fjdress@pacbell.net
831-484-1961
22584 Veronica Dr.
Salinas, Calif
93908
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I recently picked
up a NE 333B metal non
dial wall set. Someone cut
a large round hole in the
front.
I need a metal
cover with the transmitter
mount and two screw
holes.

Don Price #853
ve1au@nbnet.nb.ca
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Just a few Signs

ver the years I have had a few collectors here at my
home looking at my collection of wood telephones,
most of my sets date prior to 1894. Along with my
interest in early wood sets I have a number of “go with items”
highlighting the blue Bell of the Bell system and red , white
and blue items from the independent companies. I especially
like blue Bell items. I have narrowed collecting of these items
down to California and generic companies of the independent
operators. Years ago I gave up trying to accumulate items from
all of the different states and companies.
I am not a major sign collector but I do have a few interesting
ones and I wanted to take this opportunity to share a couple of
them here in our newsletter. I have had a few collectors tell me
that they have never seen a couple of the smaller signs in my
collection before. One of my pictures shows a group of signs
with one of my favorites in the center, a die cut local and Long
Distance blue Bell sign. These signs, although not rare are
somewhat difficult to find. To either side and below you can
see a larger Pacific Bell round 7 3/4” sign with the later Bell
logo. Its smaller companion is next to it and measures 4” in
diameter. To the right are two earlier signs with Local and Long
Distance Bells. These signs are from the Southern California
Bell operating company that was later merged with the company
to the North forming the Pacific States and eventually the Pacific
Bell telephone company.
The larger Southern California sign is 8 1/2” in diameter
while the smaller one is 4 1/4” . The Southern California
signs are flat while the later Pacific signs are convex. The
fella I purchased the two Sothern California signs from told
me they belonged to his father who worked for the company
in the 20’s. The larger sign was attached to his company truck
door and the smaller sign was attached to the dash of the vehicle.
Lucky for me, his dad removed the signs from the vehicle prior
to the truck being sent to the bone yard. In addition to that brief
history of the signs the seller also sent me a few pictures of his
father when the gentleman was a young buck working for the
company. I have the pictures showing a handsome young man
proudly standing next to a pole while wearing his belt and
hooks with his shirt sleeves rolled up ready for work. A second
photo shows that same fella up the pole, belted in and making
a cable repair.
As with all of my telephones and related items I always seek
out their history and tidbits of details of what they might have
gone through over the years. Having worked for Ma Bell for 30
years I like to imagine what some of these old sets have seen
and heard through the years.
Enjoy the signs,

John Dresser
ATCA #406
California

Original wood base cover for a WE 22 candlestick
WANTED Original base cover for an American Electric dial candlestick
American Electric “pony” style receiver
Burns glass or porcelain mouthpiece with American Electric threads
Andrew Chupela 3212
Keystone Telephone Co. of Philadelphia marked back cup and telephone items
732-986-2637
AMVTCHUP@AOL.COM Stromberg Carlson oil can wood base cover and ball style transmitter mount
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Wanted
Brown AE Type 38 Handset (for an
AE 34 Deskphone)
Don Woodbury - 613-539-4300 or
don@wirelessexpress.ca

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
25.95 includes shipping
Checks or money order to:
www.waltontelephonebook.com
Donald Walton Book Account
7390 SW 101st Street
Beaverton, OR 97008
donaldwalton@comcast.net
503-646-2079

Wanted
I am looking to buy Western
Electric Candlesticks model #22 and
#10. Does anyone know who the
gentleman was at the ATCA show that
had two #10s for sale, one black and
one nickel? If you can help me add to
my collection you can contact me at
mark4589@hotmail.com
Thanks, Mark Johnston

Wa n t e d : • K e y s t o n e
Receiver •marked AE transmitters, 12B
payphone locks with or without keys.
10L payphone locks with or
without keys
AE 10L lock retainer bars, AE
payphone switchooks,
WE 50G payphone lead coin
chute.
Gene Doom • springdoom@aol.com •
(616)842-8327

Tom Adams ATCA #213
7709 Fairlake Dr.
Wake Forest, NC 27587
copy is $30
919-761-8784
tom.adams1@nc.rr.com
- 4 copies: $25.00
each

1
2
5 or more copies: $20.00 each

Shipping/Handling: + $5.95
Wanted:
Harrison International Telephone Co. parts as pictured. Name
tag, receiver hook assembly and transmitter & mouthpiece.
Will consider a complete top box as well.

NOVEMBER 2011
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Wanted
I need several AE 34
Desksets. Looking for Automatic
Electric 40 sets in color red and nile
green . Mark Treutelaar
1 414 744 1255 or emberridge@
yahoo.com

Jon Kolger No. 561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
(817)-329-5262
jkolger@gte.net
		WANTED
Looking for unusual acoustic “string”
telephones, particularly those
with magneto-signaling and/or
speaking/listening tubes. Also seeking
primitive, homemade acoustic telephones,
the stranger the better.
Wanted to buy acoustic telephone literature
such as catalogs, flyers,instructions, etc...
What do you have?
Ell Bennett
PO Box 607
Manhattan, Montana 59741
406 284 6622
Cell 406 580 7907
ecbennett@bresnan.net

Wanted
Pre 1939 harder to find or
rare Bell Telephone porcelain signs
or advertising items. Will pay very
competitive prices for items I need/
want. Have a few signs for trade if that
is something of interest. Will reply to
all responses ASAP. If no answering
machine on main # (means we are on the
road) please call cell or email.
FOR SALE
Booth Ads ~ Full Color Laser copies
on cardstock.
$10 each or 3 for $25 to your door.
http://www.frontiernet.net/~4123/booth1.
jpg
http://www.frontiernet.net/~4123/booth2.
jpg
http://www.frontiernet.net/~4123/booth3.
jpg
Ron Christianson #822
541.592.4123
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David Martin
6016 Sheaff Lane
FT Washington, PA. 19034
(215) 628-9490
photos
#278

For Sale

above

1. Early Stromberg Carlson
dial candlestick phone. The extension
to hold the dial is part of the base.
The shaft of the stick is in the
center of the phone. Complete with
bottom plate, A.E. dial, bulldog
transmitter, and a non factory paint
job. W/O earpiece and cord $175
2. Telephone attachment that
mounts through the two dial bolt holes.
Some sort of thumb screw clamp on
top to hold a tablet? The base of it
is rounded like the round edge of a
dial desk phone. It is mounted on
a W.E. phone for the photo, but
being offered for sale w/o the phone
$65
Andrew Chupela 3212
732-986-2637
AMVTCHUP@AOL.COM
WANTED
Original wood base cover for
a WE 22 candlestick
Original base cover for an
American Electric dial candlestick
American Electric “pony”
style receiver
Burns glass or porcelain
mouthpiece with American Electric
threads
Keystone Telephone Co. of
Philadelphia marked back cup and
telephone items
S t r o m b e rg C a r l s o n o i l
can wood base cover and ball style
transmitter mount
Wanted
Wanamaker handle, original or repro.
Norm Mulvey.....
Normstele@AOL.COM

John Wiley No. 1116
6642 E. Vanguard St.
Mesa AZ. 85215
Tel. (480) 924-7062

For Sale
Two W.E. 202 dial sets $70.00 ea.
Kellogg wooden wall phone $70.00
Ameritech bag 14”X7”(NOS) $20.00
Phone booth directory holder $20.00
B.S. stamp pad $5.00
B.S.pen holder $10.00
B.S. volt meter in case (like New)
$25.00 all plus shipping
Wanted
Old Bell System
books and publications.
Thanks,
Kurt (610) 323-6028.
KB3EJS-Amateur Radio
kurtrichter1@verizon.net
Allen Cassidy, 1178
Cline Cres.,Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada, K2C 2P2,
floridavange@gmail.com
For Sale
Three Original Ron Knappen
Books. Old Telephones Scrapbook, History
and Identification of Old Telephones Volume
2, and History and Identification of Old
Telephones Price Guide.
All in excellent condition. $100
for the set.

Christopher Angel
162 TWP Rd 1280 #9B
Proctorville, OH 45669
(304) 360 5775
opwatchdogchris@yahoo.com

Wanted

Looking for 2 sets of E1
seamless caps. Also any D80370
early E1 handsets.
Looking for WE nondial A1 with early E1 handset

Wanted Watchcase receiver for
WE intercom set, email me at

spearswilliam@bellsouth.net
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David Martin, 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
215 628-9490

For Sale

1.Automatic Electric Transmitter Number
card holders with original paper inside,
WESTERN UNION LONG DISTANCE
or POSTAL LONG DISTANCE $35 each
2. 1923 Illinois Bell 3 1/2 x 5
1/2 two sided card The Informator, with
a metal pointer that spins around, in four
colors, opens up to twice it’s size, with
questions and answers about telephone
related items,pictures of an operator with
a transmitter breastplate, and a bedroom
scene with a woman, baby in a crib and
an Extension phone. $50.
3. Bashlin Telephone disinfector
in it’s box, dust, moisture and germ
proof, Tatem Manufacturing Co.
Buffalo, NY USA, unused, pat 1904,
with extra Paper discs. It attached onto
a phone mouthpiece with a thumb bolt.
$200

Wanted to buy any payphone with

a brass tag above door; payphone
door made of cast iron; 11a locks.
Any separate transmitter receiver
payphones. Buy or trade for other parts

859-512-8706

Jim Engle #1685
jengle@combinedpublic.com.
John Huckeby, 587
2440 W. CR. 150 N.
New Castle, IN 47362
j.huckeby@comcast.net
765-686-0189

Transmitters for sale

WE *250* beveled, $150.WE *229*beveled, $125. Swedish American, 2 styles,
$40. Unmarked North, plug in style, $50.
Embossed SC, $49. Eureka, beveled,
$39.Am. El., beveled, $49.Automatic
Electric, stairstep, $45.Williams Abbott,
beveled, $39. International, beveled,$49.
The Augusta Electric Co., stairstep, $89.
Chicago Solid Back,
$39.WE 329,
$29.Monarch,$29. Premier, beveled,
$29.Beveled Western Electric Co., $59.
Hunnings with wood back, stairstep,
$49. WE cast arm for single box or #240,
beveled *250*trans and cup, $135.
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Mike Donovan 2958
636 W. Rio San Pedro
Green Valley, Az. 85614
520-625-1608 Home
520-260-1582 Cell
letaphnman@yahoo.com
Fall sale. Time for these to go to a
new home.
Western Electric 500 sets.
1. Black, 6/1955. Soft case. Early
caps. No cracks. Hard wired. $35.00
2. Green, hard wired, extra long
mounting cord. $25.00
3. Red, hard wired, open finger wheel,
near mint. $40.00
4. White, hard wired, faded, no
mounting cord, $5.00
5. White, hard wired, early caps, four
prong jack, faded. $25.00
6. Pink, extra nice, hard wired, early
caps, 1959, open finger wheel, $45.00
7. Light Blue, hard wired, fat mounting
cord, nice color, $35.00
8. Turquoise, hard wired, 6/1966, good
color, $35.00
Western Electric 2500 sets.
1. Black, modular, $25.00
2. Green hard wired, no mounting
cord. $30.00
3. Yellow, hard wired, faded, $15.00
4. Pink, hard wired, faded. $30.00
5. Light Blue, hard wired, $30.00
6. Turquoise, hard wired, $30.00
7. Country Blue, modular, $25.00
8. Light Gray, modular, mixed parts.
$20.00

Western Electric 302
1. Ivory, both cords, half inch crack at
mounting cord hole, faded. $100.00
Stromberg Carlson
1. Dial candlestick, AE dial, both cords
are frayed, receiver is cracked. Needs
restored. $85.00
Ericsson
1. Dial candlestick, bakalite transmitter,
extensicords, black. $90.00
2. Dial candlestick, nickle plated.
Number codes indicate it was used in
the maritime provinces. $100.00
Unless otherwise stated these are all
in good condition. All plus shipping.
Ron Knappen
608 582 4124
For Sale
Do you like selling phones?
Are you short on supplies? Could you
be selling more if you had a larger
stock of phones?
Just like the Gostbusters....
who you gonna’ call? Phoneco! We
have lots of phones and parts just
looking to find their way onto your
shelves...... Make a short or long
drive in an empty truck and go home
happy with enough phones to sell for
months..... We will do what we can to
make you happy..... we even accept
cash..... call and talk to Mary for
a great deal on quantity..... see you
soon.

Wanted
I’m looking for these W.E. items: AUTOVON Card Dialer
cards, KS19355-L3 adjusting tool for touchtone dials, RED 680A
Speakerphone transmitter, GREY 760A Loudspeaker, BEIGE G5
Handset, rubber gasket for G4 Handset shoulder-rest, TURQUOISE
hardwired G6 or G7 Handset, 247A KTU, 259B KTU, 400A KTU,
PINK Card Dialer or Keyset, Transparent (clear) 565HK Keyset,
any plastic housing parts for old Bell System Data Phones. Thanks!
David Friedman, (310) 837-3089 or mommabirdie@netzero.net
			FOR SALE
Western Electric Card Dialer Cards. NOS cards will work in all W.E.
rotary and Touchtone Card Dialers (except AUTOVON). Package
of 20 cards, $21.00, which includes shipping to any U.S. address.
David Friedman, (310) 837-3089 or mommabirdie@netzero.net
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